
List of Cultural Organizations 
Jordan

Combines film as a medium to address
issues of political, social and economic
rights by creating a cultural platform for
artists and citizens. The platform will
stimulate dialogue, debate and
awareness of human rights and
development issues in the Arab world.

 provides a contemporary voice for
the arts in Amman, through diverse
artist-curated exhibitions,
empowering local and regional artists,
showcasing their work either in group
or solo exhibitions, supplemented by
talks, pop-ups, workshops, talks,
multileveled art classes, and
community events. 

Darat al Funun was launched as an
initiative to support the arts and artists
of Jordan and the Arab world. The
organization displays its art in six
renovated historical buildings and
warehouses, with a restored
archaeological site in the garden.

The MMAG Foundation strives to
contribute to the future of art practice
and pedagogy by drawing on historical
encounters and contemporary issues
alike. Through art, it works to facilitate
opportunities to shape responsive
approaches to learning, knowledge-
making and modes of dialogue.

A public organization that aims at
encouraging people to tell their stories
through film, create educational
programs, promote film culture
throughout Jordan, provide work
opportunities in the cinematic field, offer
management and support for local and
foreign productions.

Promotes independent Jordanian and
Palestinian Diaspora filmmaking through
training, experimentation,  film production,
distribution, and networking.

Dedicated to promoting the cultural,
visual and performing arts in Jordan to
celebrate international talent and
diversity

fFocuses in its objectives on deepening
cooperation, coordination, exchange of
experiences, conducting studies,
documenting and archiving them, in
addition to artistic activities that all
contribute to preserving the Kurdish and
Jordanian cultural heritage through a
set of programs, activities and seminars

Darat Al
Founoun

Mohammad and
Mahera Abu
Ghazaleh
Foundation

The Royal Film
Commission

MA3MAL 612-
THINK FACTORY

Shams Al
Jabal
Association
for Cultural
Heritage

Friends of
Jordan
Festivals

The Amman
Filmmakers
Cooperative

Jodar

https://daratalfunun.org/
http://mmagfoundation.org/
http://www.film.jo/
https://ma3mal612.com/
http://www.friendsofjordanfestivals.com/
http://www.alif.com/
https://jodar-artistry.com/


List of Cultural Organizations 
Lebanon

Strengthen initiative and facilitate redress
to problems prioritized by members of
disenfranchised communities, through
education, youth volunteerism, and
grassroots organizing.

SAMT is an online exhibition space and
mentorship program for artists from the
Middle East. SAMT works in instigating
dialogue between the artists and their
audience through a collective of micro-
events around the world.  Samt also
launched a mentorship program for
artists . 

Promote excellence in the performing
arts on a local, regional and
international level. Tamasi is a
collective of 11 performing arts
organizations from Egypt, Jordan,
Lebanon and Palestine that are
accomplished in the field of performing
arts and share a strong belief in the
pivotal role of arts and culture in the
achievement of social and economic
growth and prosperity.

An art and cultural space that forms
itself organically through interaction,
participation and containment.

SAMT for Art
and Research

Tamasi

Aman Space

Ruwad Al
Thakafa

https://www.ashkalalwan.org/
http://tamasicollective.org/
https://amanspace.net/
http://ruwwad.ngo/

